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USA TODAY is the nation’s topUSA TODAY is the nation’s top--sellingselling 
newspaper. It is published via satellite at 36newspaper. It is published via satellite at 36 

locations in the U.S. and 5 sites abroad. Withlocations in the U.S. and 5 sites abroad. With 
a total average daily circulation of 2.3 million,a total average daily circulation of 2.3 million, 

USA TODAY is available worldwide.USA TODAY is available worldwide.

The 3 most widely read pagesThe 3 most widely read pages 
of USA TODAY:of USA TODAY:
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What it takes to make a graphicWhat it takes to make a graphic

Does the information have context and impact?Does the information have context and impact?

Can the information be visual?Can the information be visual? 

Is it a stepIs it a step--byby--step process?step process?
A chart? A picture?A chart? A picture?

Can we give nextCan we give next--day information: The forecastday information: The forecast























News / Ideas: 

or 
Dave Merrill 

Lynne Perri 
lperri@usatoday.com 
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